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AISAT Day Celebration with the message of Organ and Blood Donation

Albertian Institute of Science and Technology (AISAT), celebrated 
institute day on March 8, 2014 with all characteristic pomp, upholding 
the message of organ and blood donation. Mr. Kochouseph 
Chittilappilly, Chairman, V-Guard Industries Ltd. was the Chief Guest of 
the function. His Exe. Rt Rev. Dr. Alex Vadakumthala, the Bishop 
Designate of Kannur Diocese presided over the function. Rev. Fr. Alex 
Kurisuparambil, Associate Manager, AISAT, handed over the organ 
donation consent of Albertians to the honorable Chief Guest. As the 
Chief Guest held sway over the audience, he could prove that it is the 
province of knowledge to speak, and it is the privilege of wisdom to 
listen. He congratulated each and every one who willingly gave their 
consent for organ donation. His Exe. Rt Rev. Dr. Alex Vadakumthala 
assured that the students will cherish evergreen memories about their 
college life whenever they think about this evergreen temple of 
wisdom. The academic toppers, cultural programme winners and 
other students who made significant contributions to the Institution 
ascended the stage to receive the prizes. Rev Dr. Clement 
Valluvassery, Manager, AISAT, Prof. Dr. K. E. George, Principal, AISAT, 
Prof. Dr. Babu T. Jose, Director, AISAT and Mr. Anenas Lawrence, 
Students' Union Chairman shared their words in the function. In the 

colourful show, students brought to limelight, their creative and artistic 
talents.

MOU signed between
AISAT and ASA-Kerala
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National Workshop on 'Solar Photovoltaic Energy Technology'

AISAT and Dayalbagh Educational Institute, Agra jointly organized a 
National Workshop on 'Solar Photovoltaic Energy Technology' on 
March 20 and 21, 2014. AISAT witnessed most prestigious gathering 
which marked the presence of scholars around the nation. The various 
informative sessions handled by the resource persons offered an open 
forum of discussions about the possibilities in Kerala to harvest solar 
energy. The event was blessed by the presence of personalities like Dr. 
M. Jayaraju, Director Agency for Non-Conventional Energy and Rural 

Technology (ANERT), Dr. M. P. Parameshwaran, Founder, Kerala 
Shastra Sahithya Parishad, Dr. T. Karunakaran, Vice-Chairman, National 
Council of Rural Institutions, MHRD, Prof. P. K. Kalra, Director, 
Dayalbagh Educational Institute and former Director, IIT Jodhpur, Prof. 
K. R. Srivathsan, Director, Chinmaya Institute of Technology and former 
Pro-Vice-Chancellor, IGNOU, Prof. Dr. Babu T. Jose, Director AISAT, Rev. 
Dr. Clement Valluvassery, Manager, AISAT and Prof. Dr. K. E. George, 
Principal, AISAT.

Avanza '14
The third edition of Avanza series of paper presentation contest, 
Avanza'14 was held on February 15, 2014. This year the theme for the 
contest was “Inspiring Lives in Civil Engineering” and was hosted by 
the Civil Engineering Department. Eighteen teams from nine different 
colleges in the state were selected to participate in the contest.

First Prize was awarded to Mr. 
Subrahmaniam M. J. and Mr. Vivek J. 
M. of College of Engineering, 
Trivandrum for their presentation on 
'William John Macquorn Rankine'. 
Certificates for the team members and 
citation for their guide, Dr. Vinod P was 
also awarded. Second prize was 
awarded for the presentation about 
'Tung Yen Lin' and was secured by Mr. 
Aswin Baby and Ms. Merin Varghese 

of College of Engineering, Trivandrum. The citation was awarded to their 
guide Dr. Ajitha B. Bhaskar. Ms. Ruth Abey George and Mr. Alan B. Alex 
from AISAT won the third prize by presenting the life of 'Horatio Allen' 
and citation was awarded to their guide Prof. Anitha G. Pillai. Six teams 
qualified into the final round.

Contd. from page 1

A Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between AISAT and 'Alumni 
Society of Association for Overseas Technical Scholarships', Tokyo 
(shortly known as ASA-Kerala) has been signed on March 14, 2014 at 
their office at Nippon Kerala Centre, Kinfra Hi-tech Park, Kalamassery 
in the presence of the Japanese Ambassador to India, His Excellency 
Mr. Takeshi Yagi, who was the chief guest of the programme.

The delegation from AISAT included all the IMC members, faculty and 
a batch of thirty selected students. This MoU was signed to promote 
the professional and academic interactions and hence to effectively 

share the facilities and expertise for improving the capabilities of 
students for advanced education and research in engineering and 
technology.

As a first leap to this association, a seminar was organised by ASA-
Kerala for AISAT students after the inaugural ceremony. The resource 
person, Mr. Babu Nedungelil presented two Japanese management 
techniques “5S and KAIZEN” which will lead to attain the dream 
combination for success by increasing the quality and productivity at 
reduced costs. 



The Electronics and Communication Engineering Association, EACE 
conducted the intercollegiate Electronics quiz competition – 
PANACEA'14 on February 7, 2014. Sixteen teams from seven different 
colleges across Kerala participated in the competition. There were 8 
rounds for the quiz and the audience was also given chance for 

answering the questions. After 8 rounds Mr. Vaseem Mehran C. P. and 
Mr. Nithin Vasanth from SOE, CUSAT won the PANACEA'14 first prize. 
Mr. Ninil Nair and Mr. Tom Basil from SNGC, Kolencherry won the 
second prize. Rev. Dr. Clement Valluvassery, Manager, AISAT handed 
over the certificates and cash awards to the winners. 

Renesas RL78 Workshop

AISAT was the venue for the four day workshop on RL78 
Microcontrollers during February 7 to 10, 2014. The workshop was 
organized by IEEE Link along with RENESAS and Neona labs. The 
workshop witnessed 51 teams from 25 engineering colleges of Kerala. 
Around 207 students took benefit of the workshop which featured 
hands-on training on the newly released RL78 microcontrollers. The 
workshop was first of its kind in Kerala and was well appreciated by all 
the participants. RENESAS had announced a competition of projects 
using the microcontrollers.

Workshop on Automobile Mechanics and IC Engine Design

The Mechanical Engi-neering Association, FLAME of AISAT, in 

association with IISc-Bangalore and EI Systems organized a workshop 

on “Auto-mobile Mechanics and IC Engine Design” as part of 

Mechfest-2014 on January 17 and 18, 2014. The workshop was 

aimed at providing an insight to the basics of vehicle dynamics, 

suspension geometry, IC Engine Design and various other automobile 

engineering aspects. In the opening ceremony, Mr. Kiran Sebastian, 
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PANACEA ‘14

Student Secretary, FLAME rendered the welcome speech and Prof. Dr. 

K. E. George, Principal, AISAT felicitated the gathering. The resource 

person Mr. Adithya Makeneni of EI systems gave a basic idea of the 

topic. The participants were given practical training on assembly and 

dis-assembly of various auto engines and engine parts. The practical 

session helped the students to have a 'Hands-on' experience of working 

with engines.



4th National CSI Discover Thinking Quiz 2014

The National final of 4th CSI Discover Thinking 
Quiz 2014 was conducted on March 3, 2014 at 
AISAT. Six teams from different states of India 
participated in the contest.  The Chief Guest for 
the event was Dr. K. Poulose Jacob, Vice-
Chancellor-in–charge, Cochin University of 
Science and Technology. Ms Mini U., National 
student Co-ordinator, CSI, welcomed the 
gathering, Mr. Soman S. P., Regional Vice 
President, CSI, delivered the presidential 
address and Prof. Dr. K .E. George, Principal, 
AISAT, addressed the gathering. The Chief 
Guest addressed the gathering and distributed 
the prizes. Ms. Uma Devi B, the National Quiz 
Co-ordinator proposed the vote of thanks.

The quiz master Mr. Charles Andrews managed the show very well, 
involving not only the quiz participants but also the entire audience.

Mr. Aadith V. Menon and Mr. Shabari Nath R. of Chinmaya Vidyalaya, 
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Tripunithura (Region VII) won the first prize, followed by Ms. Mrigyen 
Sawant and Mr. Divesh Bakshani of City Pride School, Akurdi, Pune 
(Region VI), bagged the second prize and Mr. Sai Nived E. and Ms. K. 
Lalita of VPS Public School, Vijjayawada (Region V), won the third prize. 
Participation certificates and trophies were given to all finalists.

Blood Donation Camp

The ASHWAS Centre of AISAT in association with Regional Blood 

Transfusion Centre, Aluva, organized a voluntary Blood donation 

camp in the college premises on March 4, 2014. The team from 

blood bank comprised of six members including medical officer, 

counselor and technicians. It began at around 10:30 am and 

continued up to 1:30 pm, with a steady stream of donors 

throughout. A thorough medical check-up of donors were done 

before donation. The students of AISAT happily came forward for 

this selfless service.

ICI Crescere '14 - A Technical Quiz Programme for Civil Engineering students

AISAT hosted an intercollegiate quiz competition - Crescere'14, 
conducted by Indian Concrete Institute- Kochi Chapter on March 1, 
2014. Teams from nine prominent engineering colleges participated in 
the event. 

Four teams were qualified into the finals. The most renowned Mr. 
Prema Manmadhan (Mr. Q) was the quiz master. The team from 

College of Engineering Trivandrum won the first prize. The students of 
Toc H Institute of Science & Technology, Arakkunnam, and SCMS 
School of Engineering & Technology, Karukutty won the second and 
third prize respectively. The organizing members of the ICI - Kochi 
chapter, Prof. Dr. K. E. George, Principal, faculty and students of various 
departments also attended the event.



Awareness Programme on ‘Organ Donation’

In a move to create awareness about organ donation and to bridge a gap between the young generation and 

their social commitments ASHWAS centre of AISAT organized a talk on Organ Donation. AISAT witnessed 

its most fruitful programme on February 6, 2014 at the Da Vinci auditorium. All the students and faculties 

eagerly participated in the programme. It started with welcome speech by Prof. Dr. K. E. George, Principal. 

Addressing the gathering, Rev. Dr. Clement Valluvassery, Manager stressed that a professional life 

becomes successful when it aims equally on social welfare along with the personal development. The talk 

was delivered by Dr. Vasanth Shenoy, PRO and Joint Secretary, Society for Organ Retrieval and 

Transplantation. The one hour session was extremely enlightening and Dr. Vasanth Shenoy well focused on 

oragn donation especially the Cadaver Organ Transplantation and Living Organ Transplantation. The number 

of people struggling with organ-health issues are increasing at an alarming rate and the amount of donors 

are reducing day by day. This is a scaring scenario which needs correction by changing the mind set.
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Energia & Talents Exhibition ‘14

The Electrical and Electronics Engineering 

association, Lumina, organized 'Energia & 

Talents Exhibition' on February 19 and 20, 2014. 

The exhibition was an excellent platform for the 

upcoming techies to showcase their talents and 

innovative ideas. The first year and second year 

Electrical and Electronics Engineering students 

actively participated in the exhibition. 

Automatic street lightning system, hovercraft, 

water level Indicator, and robotic cockroach 

were some of the delightful and thought-

provoking attractions of the event. Various 

transmission and distribution equipments 

displayed, were yet another attraction of the 

event. The exhibition well focused on core area - 

Energy and also gave equal weightage for 

exhibiting the talents and hobbies of students. 

Interaction with Dr. Beena George

A meeting was held between faculty of AISAT and Dr. Beena George, 
Dean, Cameron School of Business, Houston, USA on March 10, 2014. 
The guest emphasised on various novel practices at her university, 
which could be adapted by AISAT. The meeting was followed by an 

interactive session with the purple league students. She urged the 
students to practice how to frame questions from a topic, which will 
help them for better understanding of the topic.
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Zealousta ’14

AISAT witnessed her 

m a i d e n  s p o r t s  d a y  

Zealousta '14 on February 

21, 2014. Strong mind and 

healthy body are inevitable 

part of the life and career. 

Sport helps us learn about 

coping with pressure and 

also help us dive faster in 

toughest conditions of life. 

Rev. Fr. Mathew Kallinkal, 

President, Ernakulam Social 

Service Society, officially 

inaugurated the sports day 

competitions. Sports day 

served an excellent motto 

o f  b r ing ing  s tudents  

together in a relaxed 

environment that would 

build lasting networks and 

friendships across the 

college.
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Chrysalis ‘14

AISAT celebrated Arts day Chrysalis '14 on February 28, 2014. The 
stevent saw entertainment at its best as the 1  Arts day edition kicked 

off with an official inaugural ceremony. Principal, Prof. Dr. K. E. George 

welcomed the gathering and wished that the day and events will 

deliver entertainment, fun and inspiration to all out there. Mr. Mecartin 

the famous Indian screenwriter and film director  was the chief guest 

of the day. In his Inaugural address he said that taking time away from 

the structured timetable and being part of such cultural extravaganza 

will give students the ability to “think outside the box” as it were, to 

see things with a different pair of eyes. Rev. Dr. Clement Valluvassery, 

Manager said that the arts day has a noble aim to help the students 

Events at a Glance

H ENIAC, Computer Science and Engineering Association, 

organized an industrial visit for the fourth semester CSE students 

to Assyst Technologies Pvt. Ltd on March 15, 2014.

H ACEA, the Civil Engineering Association, organized an industrial 

visit for the fourth semester Civil engineering students to the 

Ready Mix Concrete (RMC) plant at Binanipuram on March 15, 

2014.

H ACEA, the Civil Engineering Association organized a talk on the 

topic 'Civil Engineering Softwares' on March 12, 2014 during the 

lecture series-Meet your elders in Profession. The talk was 

delivered by the representatives of CAD center –Kochi.

H Lumina, the Electrical and Electronics Engineering Association 

organized a talk on 'ECAD' on March 4, 2014. The talk was 

delivered by the representatives of CADD center.

H A start-up gathering, 'Start-up Mantra', backed by Kerala Start-

ups Group, was hosted at AISAT  on March 1 and 2, 

2014, which brought together quality entrepreneurs from all 

around Kerala.

 Hackerspace

H Lumina, the Electrical and Electronics Engineering Association 

organized a talk on 'Transformers and Recent Advancements' on 

February 25, 2014. Mr. Anil Kumar, Senior Manager, BPCL was the 

resource person. The talk mainly focused on transformers.

H FLAME with the support of Mechanical Engineering Department 

organized a Technical talk about Natural Gas on February 14, 2014. 

Mr Tony Mathew, Chief Manager, Gas Authority of India Ltd (GAIL), 

Kochi gave an inspirational speech on how to utilize Natural Gas as 

an excellent energy resource.

H ACEA, the Civil Engineering Association organized a talk on the 

topic 'Glaciers' on February 5, 2014. Dr. Martin Juen, an 

Environmental Engineer, and Ms. Marita Schelling, a teacher at a 

special school in Germany were the resource persons.

H CADD-Centre, Edappally, Kochi, conducted a CAD-Quest 

examination on February 5, 2014 for S4 ME, EEE & CE students at 

AISAT campus. The examination was organized to explore the 

aptitude in CAD of the students, and the successful candidates are 

awarded with scholarships by CADD centre. 

showcase their talents. He also said that the event would provide a 

forum for the display of students' talent and creative skills and would 

emphasize the seamless interconnections between high education and 

culture. Vote of thanks was proposed by Mr. Kiran Sebastian, Arts 

secretary. The campus reverberated with song and dance amidst all the 

competition with team spirit. There was a surprise event too with a lot 

of amusement in store for the audience. The day witnessed handful of 

competitions like Elocution, Mime,  Mono act, Dance events, Single 

and Group Music, Fashion show etc. that upped the glam quotient of 

the day.



Editorial Board

Mr. Thomas Felix (Asst. Professor - Dept. of E.E.E.), Ms. Priya Xavier (Asst. Professor - Dept. of E.E.E),

Ms. Deepthy K. Denatious (Asst. Professor - Dept. of C.S.E.)
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H EACE, the Electronics and Communication Engineering 

Association organized a two day workshop on basics of MATLAB 

during January 31 and February 1, 2014. The sessions were 

handled by Dr. Arun Joy and Ms. Anu Antony, Assistant 

Professors, Department of Electronics and Communication.

H FLAME, the Mechanical Engineering Association, celebrated 

56th Foundation day of IIIE (Indian Institution for Industrial 

Engineering) Kerala Chapter on January 27, 2014. Mr. George 

Mathew (former Senior General Manager MRF Ltd.) was the 

guest of honour. Dr. George Sleeba, Dean AISAT and HoD, 

Department of Mechanical Engineering, also Chairman of IIIE 

Kerala Chapter, spoke about the need and role of IIIE in the growth 

of industries and the relevance of industrial engineer in the 

manufacturing and service sector.

thH District Level 5  Seminar Series competition organised by KSEB 

Engineers' Association was held at AISAT on January 25, 2014. 

The theme of the contest was role of phasor measurement unit 

(PMU) in power system. Students from different engineering 

colleges in the district participated in the competition.

H KeralaJS, the community of JavaScript users and enthusiasts in 

Kerala, conducted their second meetup at  

on January 25, 2014. 

H LUMINA, the Electrical and Electronics Engineering Association, 

organized an industrial visit for the fourth semester EEE students 

to Lower Periyar Hydel Generating Station of KSEB, on January 

18, 2014. 

AISAT HackerSpace,

H EACE, the Electronics and Communication Engineering 

Association organized an intra-collegiate electronics quiz on 

January 16, 2014. Mr. Sanjeed Salam V. and Mr. Ganashyam C. 

Kartha of S4 ECE were the winners with Mr. Joshua M. Joy and 

Jeeson George of S4 ME as the runners up. The winners got a 

direct entry for the all Kerala intercollegiate Electronics quiz 

competition-PANACEA'14.

H ACEA, the Civil Engineering Association organized a talk on the 

topic 'Construction materials' on January 15, 2014 during the 

lecture series-Meet your elders in Profession. The talk was 

delivered by Er. Ranjith P, Manager, Civil Aid.

H In connection with the HAM club, a peer team meet was organized 

at the seminar hall on January13, 2014. Mr. Subramaniam Shastri 

addressed the gathering. The team discussed the possibility of 

HAM membership exams to be held at AISAT and Ms. Riya Benny, 

S4 ECE was selected as the team lead for the membership drive.

H FLAME, the Mechanical Engineering Association, organized a 

workshop on PUMPS for the fourth semester Mechanical students 

on January 13, 2014 at Fluid mechanics & Machinery Laboratory. 

The guest speaker for the event was Mr. Vipin Kumar, Manager, 

R&D, Electro Mechanical Division, V- Guard Industries Ltd. 

H A talk on energy conservation was organised on January 7, 2014 

at AISAT. The guest speaker was Mr. Nallin R. Pillai, one of the 

founder members of OEN India Ltd. The theme of the talk was 

'Energy around the globe - One world, one dream, different 

strategies and sweat more'.

News from faculty

H Mr. Mathew Prins Korah, Assistant Professor, Department of 

Mechanical Engineering, attended the Startup Bootcamp held at 

MG University, Kottayam on March 1, 2014.

H Ms. Asha K. R., Assistant Professor, Department of Mechanical 

Engineering, attended a short term course on 'Numerical method 

for Engineers' from January 27 to 31, 2014 at Cochin University 

of Science and Technology.

H Mr. Philip Joseph, Assistant Professor, Department of Computer 

Science and Engineering, attended the Startup Bootcamp held at 

Technopark, Trivandrum on January 15, 2014. 

H Ms. Neenu Raphael, Assistant Professor, Department of Electrical 

and Electronics Engineering, presented a paper titled 

'Mathematical transforms clubbed with artificial intelligence for 

Power Quality Disturbance and Fault classification' at the 

International Conference on Information Technology and 

Electronic Commerce (ICITEC 2013) held at Harbin Institute of 

Technology, China, on December 28 and 29, 2013.

H Ms. Saranya Ullas, Assistant Professor, Department of Civil 

Engineering, presented a paper titled 'Pavement Distresses and 

Roughness Modeling- A Case Study ' at  International  Conference 

on Energy and Environment (ICEE 2013) held at Rajiv Gandhi  

Institute of Technology, Kottayam, during December 12 to 14, 

2013. 
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